C O O L R O O M E F F I C I E N C Y FA C T S H E E T
Tips for technical service providers

BE A COOL ROOM HERO
Do you work on cool rooms or freezer rooms in your business?
This fact sheet explains how you can help your clients save money, save energy, increase efficiency and reduce
environmental emissions while increasing your business. This applies to you if you design, install or service
small-to-medium-sized cool and freezer rooms in many businesses, such as those in food services (café, restaurant, school,
hotel), retail, agriculture (dairy, fruit and veg, wine), food processing and cold-chain businesses.

Measurement is the key to success
Installing an electrical power meter that
measures system energy use is the best
way to see how the system is actually
performing. Most systems do not have
these installed – this should be your
first recommendation.

PROactive

NOT REactive
maintenance
• Log refrigerant use
• Monitor energy use

Today’s cost versus tomorrow’s cost
Owners often focus on the initial cost of
the work and not on the future savings.
You should present the full life-cycle
savings of any intervention. Show
owners how much energy and money
your work will save them every year.

This fact sheet applies to all small-to-medium-sized systems, and includes information on business management changes,
maintenance for energy efficiency, low-cost adjustments, and system upgrades or replacements.

Change the way you do business – Behaviour changes
Things need to be done differently in a low-emission refrigeration world.

Sell your services –
You can save owners and operators money, so let them know what you can offer. Provide them with case studies of similar
work, and testimonials from previous satisfied clients. Develop your company’s system-recommissioning skills, and
communicate those services to potential clients. Create an ongoing partnership arrangement with clients for the provision
of cost-effective preventative maintenance. Focus on the savings and benefits; provide your clients with accurate
information and a professional service. Use existing resources from independent sources to validate your claims.

Understand your customer –
Understanding the drivers behind your client’s decision-making is important. Do they have an environmental concern,
a sustainability goal? Do they have a critical process or particular product storage requirement? Is initial cost the limiting
factor, or is ongoing operating cost a significant focus? Know their needs.

Quantify improvements in terms of energy saved –
Don’t assume that the client will automatically understand the link between your work and reduced future electricity bills.
Ensure you communicate the benefits of your work directly to the client. If you and the client can talk “dollars saved” then
you will both be talking the same language. Work out how much energy will be saved by a particular intervention, and
convert this saving into a dollar amount. Provide the client with an outline of the costs, the benefits and a simple payback
period or “return on investment”.

Offer incentives –
Although not a hard sell, there is still a sell involved in energy-efficiency interventions. Offer a free initial assessment to new
and potential clients to enable you to bring the savings message directly to the decision-maker. Use the state and federal
government incentives for energy-efficiency upgrades in your sell.

Improve your skills –
The ability to apply quality engineering and new low-emission, low global warming potential (GWP) cool room/freezer room
refrigeration solutions are important skills for the future. Ensure your business can provide these skills.

Train your staff – Updating training and skills maintenance is essential for technicians who need to work with new technologies and
low-GWP refrigerants. Government and industry can both help with access and support for training in new skills.

National Workforce Development Fund (NWDF) – Enables businesses to co-invest with government to train, reskill and upskill workers in
areas of skills needs. The NWDF is overseen by the Australian Workforce and Productivity Agency.

TAFE training – Updated competencies and resources on energy efficiency, maintenance and natural refrigerants available.
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Maintenance for energy efficiency – A new paradigm for industry
Learn how to sell preventative maintenance –
Owners are often reluctant to spend money on the system if it is working well. For many owners, “maintenance” means
call-outs for faults. Owners and operators need to understand that regular preventative maintenance can save them money
in the short-, medium-, and long-term.

Introduce a “maintenance for energy efficiency” culture in your business –
Create a checklist for service technicians and ensure that maintenance for energy efficiency is standard operating practice:
calibrating thermostats (and cut-in cut-out settings); cleaning coils (particularly condensers), fans and filters; lubricating
bearings; tightening fan belts; and checking refrigerant charge is optimum. During regular service visits technicians should
survey the system for potential low-cost adjustments – things that can save your client money. This is both a service to your
client and a sales strategy for your business.

Check the room –
Internally and externally inspect the walls, floors and ceiling for damage to the insulation or vapour barrier. Check the
door-closing action and seals. Use strip curtains wherever possible. Look at lighting and management behaviour.
In freezer rooms, check the venting device. Use thermal imaging to identify heat leaks.

Minimise customer impact –
Develop strategies and work processes (e.g. leak testing) that allow interventions on “live” systems to enable businesses to
keep trading.

Monitor the system – Knowledge is power –
Log refrigerant, water and electricity use and trend this information over time, e.g. on a graph. Analyse peaks and anomalies
in usage and use this data to inform energy-efficiency interventions. Set agreed energy goals and targets with your clients.

Potential upgrades – Investing in efficiency
Refrigerant leak detection –
Installing an automatic leak-detection system can assist the owner with the financial, safety and energy-efficiency risks
associated with leakage of refrigerant from the system. Automatic leak detection has practical limitations and installing a
low-level alarm in the receiver is also a useful leak-detection strategy.
Leakage matters – Audit, monitor, test, repair, make it routine. Find it – Fix it – Fix it well – Fix it once.

Variable speed drives –
The most efficient system is a balanced system, and variable-speed plant allows a system to be balanced at most (but not all)
load conditions. High-efficiency variable-speed compressors are able to vary the system output (and power input) to match
a varying cooling load. Compressors should be selected for high COP across the full range of operating loads, not just the
peak load. They can be selected for less than the peak load and over-driven for the few hours per year the peak is reached
(provided the condenser and fan is suitable). Existing fixed-speed fans can be upgraded to EC motor technology, or conventional motors can be improved by the addition of add-on variable speed drives that enable evaporator and condenser fans
to vary the system output to match a varying cooling load, i.e. lower speeds when setpoint temperatures have been reached.
Cooling tower fans can also operate on variable speed to produce energy savings and system efficiencies. Where the fan laws
are followed, greater than 80 per cent fan power savings are possible. Careful vibration analysis and elimination of harmonics
may be necessary for reliable operation and prevention of piping failures, following retrofitting of variable frequency drives.
Where variable-speed fans cannot be used on evaporators, a two-speed fan can be a good compromise.

Electronic expansion valves –
Mechanical thermostatic expansion (TX) valves are low cost, but they do not fully utilise the evaporator surface area, and
they require high liquid pressure/head pressure at all times. Electronic expansion valves provide better evaporator superheat
control and more stable system control. Electronic expansion valves allow systems to run at lower liquid pressure, which
reduces power consumption. A 5°C reduction in condensing temperature can lead to a 15 per cent power saving.

Defrost arrangements and control –
Between 5–20 per cent of the refrigeration duty is wasted making ice and frost on the evaporator. This has to be melted off.
Electrical defrost is the most common, least efficient and most expensive method. In some cases, the power used by electric
defrost can be 30–50 per cent of the total power use. Alternatives, which require special design, include: hot gas defrost
(feasible in medium/large multi-evaporator systems), air defrost, water defrost, and hot glycol defrost.
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Defrost socks and flaps can also be used to reduce energy use during a defrost cycle. It may be more efficient to use a sensor rather than a timer to cycle electric defrost, or to use a sensor combined with a minimum-time timer. Reliability of defrost is important
because coil icing can be costly and potentially damaging. Smart defrost controllers can learn how the system runs and can minimise the defrost cycles used. These generally start with nominal set-times.

Heater controls –
Door heaters, glass heaters, underfloor heaters, refrigerant line heaters and compressor heaters all add load to the refrigeration system. These heaters should be reviewed and reset for optimum control.

Adiabatic pre-cooling –
Install adiabatic pre-coolers to pre-cool condenser inlet air by water evaporation. Water can be evaporated either as mist
spray or with wet pads. Do NOT wet the coil surface. This technique is an excellent peak demand reduction tool, although
site water consumption will rise. Because the pads are located in the condenser air stream they will raise the pressure drop
in the air path, which will elevate fan energy consumption. This should be considered in the energy analysis. A review of the
condenser fan selection may be necessary.

Heat recovery –
Heat developed by the refrigeration system is commonly discharged to atmosphere by the condenser. This heat represents
a resource that can be reused elsewhere (e.g. water pre-heating via heat exchange) to improve the site’s overall operating
efficiency. Heat can be recovered from condensers and compressor oil coolers on larger systems.

Oversized evaporators and condensers –
Generous sizing of heat-transfer surfaces assist with system efficiency. Larger coils will increase capital costs but reduce
operating costs – make this clear to clients in any proposal. Wider or staggered fin spacing on both evaporators and condensers can improve reliability and energy efficiency due to longer periods between defrosts, less susceptibility to airborne
contaminants and reduced fan power consumption. The size of cool room evaporators may be dictated by temperature and
humidity requirements for product storage.
Higher condensing pressure = higher energy consumption. For a constant evaporation pressure, the energy consumption is directly
proportional to the condensing pressure. Larger capacity condensers can be used to lower the condensing pressure. Using a larger
capacity micro-channel condenser has the added advantage of a considerably smaller refrigerant charge over a traditional copper-tube/
aluminium fin coil of similar capacity. The susceptibility of narrow fin spacing to air-borne contaminants should be evaluated.

Best practice – Do it right the first time
Proper equipment siting –
Locating equipment for the shortest practical refrigerant pipe runs (distances), providing optimum air circulation for
condensers and evaporators, ensuring proper access for service and maintenance, and locating condensers out of direct
sunlight will all assist the system operating efficiency. Where practicable condensers should not be located in false ceiling
spaces or other areas where heat rejection is problematic.

Refrigerant conversion –
Converting a system that works on one refrigerant to work on another refrigerant is possible. This is particularly useful in converting a system from a high-cost or high-GWP refrigerant to a lower-cost or lower-GWP refrigerant. All refrigerants have risks
associated with them and these risks need to be managed. Look at system pressures, oil compatibility, material compatibility,
refrigerant safety classification and risks, and electrical or pressure standards. Seek specialist input and manufacturer’s advice.

Reduce loads on systems by

increasing the insulation levels of floors, walls and ceilings; retrofitting self-closing fast-acting doors; installing strip curtains and air locks; and optimising anti-condensation and underfloor heaters, and defrost cycles.
Configuration – There are real system design options with real low-emission outcomes. De-couple pull-down and storage loads; use
thermal energy storage; configure the system using multiple units, parallel racks, cascades, or modular systems; and provide
metering and controls that are user friendly and energy efficient.

Quality counts –
Technical service providers should display professionalism by always providing good quality equipment and components,
adequate pipe bracketing and supports, elimination of vibration in systems, effective leak testing and commissioning procedures, including documenting the correct system operation and maintenance for the operator. The quickest or cheapest way
is generally not the best way.
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Leakage matters –
Prevention strategies include: minimise refrigerant charge, minimise pipe runs, do not use open-drive compressors unless
absolutely necessary (e.g. with ammonia), use welded or brazed pipe connections, reduce Schrader valves and cap-and-seal with
removable bonnet and flare nuts, use secondary refrigerants when it does not jeopardise energy efficiency, eliminate vibration,
and properly support pipework and protect it from damage.

Documentation –
Provide checklists and validation forms for installation and commissioning to confirm control settings, valve settings, and pressure
testing (pressure and evacuation procedures). Don’t forget the “people” side of energy efficiency – provide the operator with
operating and maintenance instructions and training.

New systems – Investing in the future
Given the restricted refrigerant supply, existing R12 or R502 (CFC), R22 (HCFC) and some high-GWP HFC-based systems are the
most likely candidates for replacement. This could be leveraged to create new business streams for new systems.

Size matters –
Oversizing compressors or system capacity “just in case” is no longer an option; the increased capital costs and ongoing energy
penalties are unsustainable. Talk to the owner/operator to be sure that you understand their operating requirements. Size the
system accurately and configure the system appropriately. Consider modular systems that can be built up or expanded over time.
Also consider not selecting at the peak-load condition. Rather, select a variable-speed compressor that can be over-driven for the
few hours per year that the peak load is reached.

Refrigerant types –
Different refrigerants impose different costs and risks. Ensure that all systems meet electrical, pressure and refrigeration safety
standards – the safety of end-users is paramount. Regardless of the refrigerant selection, always minimise refrigerant charge and
eliminate potential leak sites. Manage the risks.

System layout –
Minimise piping runs, ensure correct pipe-line gradients, minimise joints in pipework, size pipe lines correctly for pressure-drop minimisation and reliable oil return, locate condenser and evaporator correctly, seal penetrations, support pipework and reduce vibration.

Air-cooled/water-cooled –
Water-cooled condensers provide the best overall system performance, using a source of cool water such as a cooling tower,
evaporative condenser, lake, river, ocean, well, or ground geothermal source. Each system brings its own set of problems dealing
with water quality, scaling, fouling, and the like. If there is a cooling tower on-site, use it if possible. Evaporative coolers work well in
some climates and applications, and adiabatic pre-coolers are also an option. Water-cooled systems can reduce energy consumption (by 20–40 per cent) but will increase water consumption and require continual water-quality management and maintenance.

Controls –
Correct control is essential for optimum system operation. Use modern control algorithms for loading and unloading (sequencing)
multiple compressors, for control at part-load and for providing head pressure control. Automatic system diagnostics and remote
monitored alarms can identify and highlight potential problems early.

Best-practice energy-efficiency designs –
Use optimum panel thickness, not minimum thickness; use variable-speed compressors and fan motors; prove your designs by
energy modelling, and using life-cycle cost (LCC) or total environmental warming impact (TEWI) calculations. Consider advanced
design strategies such as: wider evaporator fin spacing, reduced evaporator face velocities, high-efficiency condensers, reduced
compression ratios, dual-stage compression, floating condensing pressure, liquid overfeed, gravity-flooded feed, modern control
algorithms, liquid to suction heat exchange, electronic expansion valve with superheat control, and demand defrost.

The don’ts – there are also some things you should never do
Don’t drop-in a replacement refrigerant – When changing a refrigerant type a proper assessment and conversion is required.
Don’t spray water on an air-cooled condenser coil – Air-cooled equipment that is not designed for water spray will encounter
corrosion and microbial problems.

Further information
For a list of sites offering more info about incentives, energy efficiency
and more go to www.airah.org.au/Links
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